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… but 10% expect to spend more 
The sector could be buoyed by redirected spending 
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SPENDING ON BEDROOMS
Nearly half of those engaged in market spent over £500
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CHANNEL OF PURCHASE
Online is the most popular means of purchase 
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In-store purchases grow with spend
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Computers continue to dominate online purchases 
But there is a clear opportunity for smartphones 
Figure 51: Channel of purchase, August 2020
RETAILERS USED FOR BEDROOM FURNITURE
IKEA tops spending …
… but online-only sees sharp growth 
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Price is paramount
Older consumers look to product quality
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Consumers go in-store for product quality, range and designs
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THE IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON BEDS AND BEDROOM FURNITURE SHOPPING BEHAVIOUR 
Younger consumers spearhead changes 
One third delay purchases until after the outbreak …
Figure 57: COVID-19 and shopping behaviour, August 2020
… but there will be new opportunities for growth …
… as disruption creates new demand … 
… particularly among certain demographics 
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